CARE INSTRUCTIONS

To clean plexi: use a clean, dry, lint-free, soft cloth.

Remove dust by blowing on it.

**DO NOT** use your hand to remove dust. **DO NOT** use Windex or products that contain ammonia. **DO NOT** use abrasive material while cleaning your plexi; it can scratch the surface.

HANGING INSTRUCTIONS

**YOU’LL NEED:**
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**YOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:**

1. Hold frame to wall at desired position and lightly mark on the wall where the top of the frame is with pencil or removable painter’s tape.

2. On the back of the frame, find the center of the hanging wire and use your finger or the end of a tape measure to pull the hanging wire toward the top of the frame so all slack is taken out of the wire.

3. Measure the distance from where you are holding the wire taught to the top of the frame.
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4. On the wall, measure down the distance from Step 3 and put an X on the wall; this is where you will apply your hardware into the wall.

5. Position your hook and nail on the wall and hammer the nail through the hook.

6. Erase the pencil marks (or remove the tape).

7. Use your hands to help guide your wire securely onto the hanger.

8. If your piece is too large and awkward to handle yourself, have your friend hold the frame while you guide the wire onto the wall hanger.

9. Once you’ve got the wire onto the wall hanger, check with level.

10. Sit back, relax, and admire your new work.